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The first official USB Type-C and USB PD 2.0
specification set the path for an initial wave of
products that can perform data functions outside
of transferring USB data and increased power
capabilities up to 100W. This capability merged
functions that were once in separate products.
TM

The USB PD 3.0 specification promises even more functionality, including smarter
devices that allow system information to pass back and forth. Fast Role Swap (FRS) is
great new feature of USB PD 3.0, where a device that is providing power can quickly
change its power role to become a power consumer in order to maintain a constant
data connection. FRS helps prevent any data loss that may occur when power is
unexpectedly removed from a device.
Data
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Despite a defined detection method and standard
USB PD messaging, designing devices to handle
the dynamic changes in power is still a challenge.
In this white paper, I will describe a FRS dongle
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Type-C Connection

Dongle
Power

design that is capable of the handling these new
challenges, as well as some lessons learned from
previous designs.

The design

Figure 1. Dongle and host.

A dongle can take full advantage of USB PD 3.0
FRS because it can operate both as a sink or

port or a barrel jack-style connector. Figure 1

source and maintain its functionality. A dongle

shows a basic diagram of how a dongle connects

can take many forms, including converting USB

with a USB Type-C host.

Type-C to legacy connectors (such as USB Type-A,

At a very high level, the design seems fairly simple

DisplayPort™ or High-Definition Multimedia Interface

– until you add some real functions. I recently

[HDMI]) or expanding to additional USB Type-C

purchased a USB Type-C and USB PD notebook

ports. The dongle must be able to provide power to

with two full-featured USB Type-C ports that

the host it connects to, so there will be some power

support USB, DisplayPort and USB PD charging.

input coming either from a USB Type-C charging
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USB Type-C multiplexers, a USB hub, a DisplayPort
hub and a DisplayPort-to-HDMI converter. Keeping

Dongle

Type-A
Connector

these ICs powered during FRS and maintaining
functionality is the toughest challenge. You’ll need

USB Out

three voltage rails (5V, 3.3V and 1.2V) with a power
architecture capable of generating these voltages

Type-C
Connector

DP/USB Out

from 4V to 21V. The design should also be able to
handle the voltage transitions that occur during FRS

PD/Power In

to ensure that the design can provide the necessary
rails. Figure 3 shows the data-path architecture for

Figure 2. Dongle features.

the dongle with the respective power rails.

Many of the devices I plug into my notebook still

With well-defined data-path features, let’s move

use legacy connectors, so a typical dongle should

onto the USB PD source features. USB PD

support USB Type-A and HDMI. Support for an

3.0 defines power rules for advertising source

additional USB Type-C and USB PD port would

capabilities, where a 60W power adapter must be

enable interfacing with newer devices such as a

able to support 5V, 9V, 15V and 20V at 3A.

USB Type-C DisplayPort monitor. Figure 2 shows

A variable voltage supply achieves this in a standard

the features of the dongle design.

adapter, but a dongle design is slightly more
complicated because the USB PD power coming in

Implementing these features requires certain

on the charging port could range from 4V to 21V.

integrated circuits (ICs); you can see the need for
two USB PD controllers (one per USB Type-C port),
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Figure 3. Dongle data-path architecture.
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Figure 4. Dock/dongle power path.

Power-path control is essential to protecting the

DisplayPort Alternate Mode. With this information,

dongle and system from reverse and overcurrent

you can determine what type of power you need in

conditions that may occur during FRS. The

each mode of operation. Table 1 below shows the

power coming into and out of the dongle must be

source and sink capabilities of the design. The host

controlled in order to prevent damage to 5V-only

port is intended to provide power when the charging

systems. These are some of the key features to

port is connected and consume power when it

look for in a USB PD controller where the controller

bus powered. The charging port is the main power

is monitoring the USB PD contracts and system

source for the design, so it will sink the maximum

power to create seamless power handling. Figure 4

power available up to 20V at 5A. When operating in

shows the power path.

bus-powered mode the design can still provide
5V at 900mA to power up a USB device.

Power-path architecture

Table 2 below summarizes the data capabilities

Before diving into the power-path architecture, you’ll

of the host and charging port. The host port is the

need to see what source and sink capabilities the

main connection to the notebook and will data

design supports, along with the preferred data and

sink, where the charging port will function as a data

power role and preferred mode of operation for

source that can interface to other devices.

USB Type-C receptacle

Source capabilities

USB Type-C host port

5V, 9V, 15V, 20V at 3A

5V at 3A

5V at 900mA

5V, 9V, 15V and 20V at 3A (5A)

DisplayPort support

Preferred data/power role

Charging port

Sink capabilities

Table 1. USB Type-C port source/sink capabilities.

USB Type-C receptacle
USB Type-C host port
Charging port

UFP_D pin assignment C/D/E

Upstream-facing port (UFP)/source

DFP_D pin assignment C/E

Downstream-facing port (DFP)/sink

Table 2. USB Type-C port data/power roles.
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Port

Voltage and current

Power

HDMI

5V at 100mA

0.5W

USB Type-A

5V at 900mA

4.5W

USB Type-C

5V at 1.3A (with VCONN)

6.5W

5V at 2.3A

11.5W

Total

Table 3. Connector power allocation.

Now, let’s look at the power budget for the

For my first implementation, I modified a fully

design. The HDMI, USB Type-A and USB Type-C

certified USB PD 2.0 device that uses a parallel

connectors will require a certain amount of power to

regulator architecture. During initial testing, the

operate, and you must allot some power to the ICs

design would not consistently handle a FRS event.

on the dongle. The dongle will have 15W of power

It turns out that some of the regulators were

(5V at 3A) for bus-powered operation and 11.5W to

marginally stable when the system power fell from

provide power to the connectors. This leaves

20V to 5V, with a constant 3A load causing some

3.5W of power for the dongle ICs and power loss.

supplies to collapse. When operating with VBUS at

Table 3 summarizes the power allocated to the

4V, the 5V regulator supporting a 100% duty cycle
would cause intermittent USB enumeration on the

each connector. The system bulk capacitance

USB Type-A port that it powers. Figure 5 shows the

should be able to handle any power spikes that
may occur.

initial parallel architecture.

When putting together your system power supplies,

These design challenges necessitate a different
approach to help reduce costs and make the design

you’ll need to consider a few details in order to

of the regulators simple. To ensure operation when

handle the power from VBUS, which could range

VBUS is at 4V, I used a wide-input-voltage 5A buck

from 4V to 21V. Putting all of the converters in

converter to generate the 3.3V rail and to feed

parallel enables each regulator to generate their

the rest of the system supplies. A boost converter

voltage from the system power rail. There are issues

generated the 5V supply and a buck converter

when operating in the corner cases that could

generated the 1.2V supply from the 3.3V rail.

cause high in-rush currents during startup.

Starting the regulators up in a staggered fashion
helps minimize the amount of in-rush current during

5V
Regulator
(Buck)

initial power-up. Figure 6 shows the final regulator
architecture.
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Figure 6. Staggered regulator architecture.

Figure 5. Parallel regulator architecture.
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Figure 7. Variable regulator design.

With the board’s power supplies in order, let’s move

Making a few assumptions, you can use Equation 1

to the USB PD source portion of the design. The

to estimate how much capacitance will keep the

variable voltage regulator that generates the 5V,

system voltage valid if 20V falls to 5V with a ~3A

9V, 15V and 20V can be relatively simple. One of the

initial load within 10ms. My design ended up using

features required on the design was to support “true

six 100µF capacitors to keep the system power

constant on-time” so that the regulator could act

rail alive.

as a simple pass-through device when a 20V USB
PD adapter connects to the charging port. A simple

(1)

P-channel FET hysteric controller fits the design
needs perfectly. This type of topology guarantees
stability over a wide operating range, with the

Figure 8 shows an entire FRS event. The power

input voltage ranging from 5V to 20V, the output

from the dongle is removed and the configuration

voltage ranging from 5V, 9V, 15V and 20V, and the

channel signaling for FRS occurs. As the voltage

supporting current up to 3A. Changing the regulator

falls on VBUS, there is a dip down to 4.2V, which

feedback resistors varies the output voltage from

recovers to 5V once the old sink/new source

the hysteretic controller. The USB PD controller

has fully supplied VBUS. The dongle supplies are

dynamically sets the general-purpose input/output

constantly on and maintain the data connection

(GPIO) needed to output the appropriate voltage on

during power loss.

the regulator. Figure 7 shows the variable regulator
circuit.
The final consideration to take into account is VBUS
and the system power during FRS. The state of VBUS
is the state of the system power in the dongle. This is
where having a staggered voltage architecture works
well, since it is optimized for the conditions seen
during FRS and will keep the system supplies “alive.”
With higher loading, holding up the system power rail
long enough for FRS to complete becomes a matter
of physics. This is where capacitance is added to the

Figure 8. System supplies during FRS.

system power rail.
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Conclusion
USB PD 3.0 FRS enables a smooth and consistent
user experience even during power losses. This
design process is expandable to other types of
products, such as external storage with multiple
hard-drive bays that charge a notebook over a USB
Type-C connector. FRS can help prevent the loss
of data when power is removed from the storage
device or even during a power outage.
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